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the english crime ring was an active, cracking group in the mid to late 1990s. founded in july of 1998, it was a good year for the group, releasing both its own
d64 releases and cracking fifa 14. the first of these were released at the conclusion of the year's uk games expo (ukge) 1998. the most well known member of
the group was a semi-professional football player from sheffield called dr.no. he was the second president of the group, and was often known for writing the
messages on the pitch and the courier. the group also had members from sheffield like iceman, pc, and omega who cracke new releases of games. the d64
releases of the game were only released by the group. the first of these was released in late april of 1998 and was a german title called sports front, which
gave away its name by featuring a football pitch in the cover art. sports front was the first release of the group, and was released on four double sided 3.5
inch floppy disks. it was sold in august of 1998 as a demo in a zx spectrum bundle, but the group's nfo says the only thing you could get for the price of the
bundle was the demo itself. mid year the group released its first crack of the game, which was available on three diskettes, and was called sports front patch.
this was followed by the title sport front, which was released in august 1998 as an amiga demo. around this time, some of the members of the group changed
their handle to be more unique, with dr.no and iceman becoming dr.no and iceman respectively. this is also the only time that the group used the name dante
(after the italian poet dante alighieri) in its name. the group was renamed crime ring in june of 1999, and released its first crack of the game, football front,
the following month. the group would release four more d64 titles that year, including football front pack, football front pro, football front deluxe, and fifa front
pack. the group would release no more titles on d64.
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Devastation by Clique in early november 1996 mentioned a new player on the PC scene: Master X, aka Lord X as a top c64 crack. His first crack was posted to
CRACKS on the 9th of november 1996 in a tutorial for new rookies, and it became known as Master X Tutorial. The version included in the CRACKS nfo was 02
Mar 2004, and in the Ice version on Ice Systems and Methods GmbH on the 14th, and the KillerX tutorial on the 15th of october 1996. According to the nfo, the

exact original release date is unknown. The june/july 1996 demo by the same name should be Master X's second game, released on the 30th july 1996. The
tutorial was followed up by X-Crack, a c64 demo released on the 4th of march 1997. The author A-MAX wrote in a nfo back in january 1999 that his sponzor

was interested in the Amiga's Razor section, and that the demo Master X GmbH would be released later the same year, only for the PC. The march 1997
release of eXperienced was followed by a server crash in mid april 1997. The Razor nfo from february 1997 mentioned a test 'cable' server, but it was later

revealed that it had nothing to do with the Razor nfo, but, was a new booter server. The reopening server had a big kernel crackathon in may, featuring Black
Buddha, Bleech, Dr. No, Mandalore, Nightmare, Oye, X-Paste, X-X and SPYRIP that overfilled more than one GB of space. The kernel crackathon was later

closed by the Razor members, as the server crash had caused a 200 MB size limit. The nfo for the Razordemo mar 1997 mentioned a server in Toronto, but
there was a mixup with the nfo date, as it says the nfo is from february 1997. The server was open all the time, and was called Transcendental, but the only
released demos were The Mailbag, The Wayback Machine and Temptations. It had a big kernel crackathon on january 1998, where it featured dr.no, A-MAX,

Black Buddha, Chessi, Hutto, Kage, Kooln, Mia, Nozomi, Oye, Pheno, Riz, ShadowFox, Soul. The 2nd kernel crackathon happened in march, and the
emulators/demos (if any) were released on the 3rd of april 1998. After some confusion about the kernel crackathon, the Transcendental server was shut down

on the 23rd of april 1998. 5ec8ef588b
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